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To achieve high performance and high energy efficiency
on near-future exascale computing systems, three key
technology gaps needs to be bridged. These gaps include:
energy efficiency and thermal control; extreme computa-
tion efficiency via HW acceleration and new arithmetics;
methods and tools for seamless integration of reconfig-
urable accelerators in heterogeneousHPCmulti-node plat-
forms. TEXTAROSSA aims at tackling this gap through a
co-design approach to heterogeneousHPC solutions, sup-
ported by the integration and extension of HW and SW IPs,
programmingmodels and tools derived from European re-
search.

Technical goals

TEXTAROSSA aims at providing key technological ad-
vances across the HPC stack and validate them on new
development platforms representative of future HPC sys-
tems, using a wide range of applications from different
domains, both within traditional HPC and coming from
emerging domains.
Energy efficiency and thermal control via innovative two-

phase cooling technology at node and rack level,
fully integrated in an optimized multi-level runtime
resource management driven by power, energy, and
thermal models fed by on-board sensor data;

Sustained application performance through efficient ex-
ploitation of highly concurrent accelerators (GPUs
and FPGAs) by focusing on data/stream locality, ef-
ficient algorithms and programming models, tuned
libraries and innovative IPs;

Seamless integration of reconfigurable accelerators by
extending field-proven tools for the design and im-
plementation such as Vitis and OmpSs@FPGA to
support new IPs and methodologies such as mixed-
precision computing and powermonitoring and con-
trol;

Development of new IPs for mixed-precision AI comput-
ing, data compression, security, power monitoring
and control, and scheduling;

Integrated Development Platforms by developing two ar-
chitecturally different, heterogeneous Integrated De-
velopment Vehicles (IDVs), one as a dedicated
testbed for two-phase cooling technology, and one
supporting the wider range of project technical
goals.

Co-design approach

From a methodology point of view TEXTAROSSA adopts
a co-design process as key strategy for Fast Forward and
Exascale computing, considering the entire system stack
from underlying technologies to applications.
The co-design process concerns five layers covering the
whole HPC stack:

User Application representing a wide range of scenarios,
from mathematical libraries, to miniApps and flag-
ship codes for numerical modelling with massive
parallelism in HPC/HPDA/AI applications.

Runtime Services ensuring that application requirements
are dynamically satisfied and mapped onto sys-
tem resources, and including execution models with
workload handling, fault tolerance and datamanage-
ment.

Programming Models underlying the applications, they
define the toolchains and SW development tools
able to implement applications in parallel architec-
tures.

System Architecture including the processor core’s
microarchitecture, the arrangement of cores within
a chip, memory hierarchy, system interconnect, and
storage subsystems.

Hardware Platforms Hardware platform at node and rack
level able to achieve performance requirements in
terms of computing power and energy consumption.
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Application Use Cases

To address the variety of application domains of future Ex-
ascale systems, TEXTAROSSA applications include:

• basic mathematical building blocks: MathLib;

• traditional HPC applications: UrbanAir, TNM, HEP,
and RTM;

• applications from emerging domains: RAIDER, DP-
SNN, Danger Detection.
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